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GENERIC FREENESS IN FRAME BUNDLE
PROLONGATIONS OF C8 ACTIONS
SCOT ADAMS
Abstract. Let a real Lie group G act on a C8 real manifold M .
Assume that the action is C8 and that every nontrivial element
of G has a nowhere dense fixpoint set in M . We show that, in some
higher order frame bundle F of M , there exists a G-invariant mea-
ger subset Z of F such that the G-action on F zZ is free. A similar
result holds for submanifold jet bundles.
1. Introduction
P. Olver’s freeness conjecture (in his words) asserts: “If a Lie group
acts effectively on a manifold, then, for some n ă 8, the action is
free on [a nonempty] open subset of the jet bundle of order n.” For
local freeness, see Theorem 6.14 of [Olver], Theorem 12.1 of [A3] and
Theorem 3.3 below. For C8 actions, the freeness question was resolved
in [A1] by a countexample for the additive group Z of integers. Then,
in [A2], we exposed a Cω counterexample, also an action of Z. Using
Lemma 17.3 of [A1], and following the proof of Theorem 18.1 in [A1],
we see that this Cω action of Z induces to a Cω counterexample for any
connected Lie group with noncompact center. There is also a converse:
By Corollary 3.2 of [A4], the frame bundle freeness conjecture holds
(in its C8 form and, consequently, in its Cω form) for any connected
Lie group with compact center. So, for many important Lie groups, the
frame bundle freeness conjecture holds; for many others, frame bundle
freeness (and, consequently, submanifold jet bundle freeness) fails. It
remains open whether a Lie group exists for which the submanifold jet
bundle freeness conjecture holds.
For general Lie groups, we now turn our attention to generic freeness.
In Theorem 20 of [AdOlv], we proved that any effective Cω action
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of a connected real Lie group on a connected Cω real manifold has
a frame bundle prolongation that is generically free in some nonempty
open subset of the total space. In Theorem 9.1 below, we generalize
this result to C8 actions of arbitrary Lie groups on arbitrary C8 real
manifolds and prove generic freeness on the entire total space.
In Theorem 26 of [AdOlv], we proved a Cω generic freeness result
for submanifold jet bundles, though only for connected groups, and only
on a nonempty open set in the total space. In Corollary 9.2 below, we
improve that to C8, to arbitrary groups, and to the entire total space.
The results in Sections 3-7 are elementary. Our main results are
Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 9.1.
2. Global notation and conventions
Let N :“ t1, 2, 3, . . .u and N0 :“ N Y t0u. For any set S, we denote
the number of elements in S by #S P N0Yt8u. For any sets S and T ,
for any function f : S Ñ T , for any T0 Ď T , we denote the f -preimage
of T0 by f
˚pT0q :“ ts P S | fpsq P T0u. For any set S, the identity map
idS : S Ñ S is defined by idSpxq “ x.
Throughout this paper, by “group”, we mean “multiplicative group”,
unless otherwise specified. By “manifold”, we mean “C8 real man-
ifold”, unless otherwise specified. By “vector space”, we mean “real
vector space”, unless otherwise specified. By “Lie group”, we mean
“real Lie group”, unless otherwise specified. On any principal bundle,
the structure group action is denoted as a right action; all other group
actions are from the left. Throughout this paper, a subset of a topolog-
ical space acquires, without comment, its relative topology, inherited
from that ambient topological space. An open subset of a manifold
acquires, without comment, its relative manifold structure, inherited
from the ambient manifold. Every finite dimensional vector space is
given, without comment, its standard topology and manifold struc-
ture. For any group G, the identity element of G is denoted 1G.
For any vector space V , the zero element of V is denoted 0V . For
all n P N, let 0n :“ 0Rn ; then 0n “ p0, . . . , 0q P R
n. For any action
of a group G on a set S, for any A Ď G, for any x P S, we define
StabApxq :“ tg P A | gx “ xu. An action of a topological group G on a
set S is locally free if, for all x P S, we have: StabGpxq is discrete.
Let a group G act on a topological space X . The G-action on X
is fixpoint rare if, for all g P Gzt1Gu, the set tx P X | gx “ xu
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has empty interior in X , i.e., if no nontrivial element of G fixes every
point in a nonempty open subset of X . If G is a connected locally
compact Hausdorff topological group, ifX is locally compact Hausdorff
and if the G-action on X is continuous, then, in Lemma 6.1 of [A3],
we show that theG-action onX is fixpoint rare iff, for every G-invariant
nonempty open subset V of X , the G-action on V is effective.
Let M be a manifold. We will denote the tangent bundle of M
by TM ; a C8 action of a Lie group G onM induces, by differentiation,
a G-action on TM . For any x P M , the tangent space to M at x
is denoted TxM . For any k P N0, let F
kM denote the kth order
frame bundle of M ; a C8 action of a Lie group G on M induces,
by differentiation, a.k.a. “prolongation”, a (left) G-action on FkM ,
commuting with the (right) action of the structure group. For any
integer k ě 0, for all x PM , the fiber in FkM over x is denoted FkxM .
Let M be a manifold. Let d :“ dimM and let i, j P N0. Both
F i`jM and F iF jM are fiber bundles over F jM . Let P be the vector
space of polynomial functions Rd Ñ Rd of degree ď j. Let ε1, . . . , εd
be the standard basis of Rd. Define
Γ :“ t pα1, . . . , αd, δq P N
d`1
0 | α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αd ď j , 1 ď δ ď d u.
For every γ “ pα1, . . . , αd, δq P Γ, let the function Pγ P P be defined
by Pγpx1, . . . , xdq “ x
α1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
αd
d εδ. Let B :“ tPγ | γ P Γu. Then B is
a basis of P. Then dimP “ #B “ #Γ. The lexicographic ordering
on Γ corresponds to an ordering of the basis B. The resulting ordered
basis of P gives rise to a vector space isomorphism κ : P Ñ R#Γ.
Following §10 of [A3], we construct a map Φi,jM,κ : F
i`jM Ñ F iF jM
of fiber bundles over F jM . In this paper, we define Ψi,jM :“ Φ
i,j
M,κ.
By Lemma 10.1 of [A3], Ψi,jM : F
i`jM Ñ F iF jM is natural in M .
3. Miscellaneous results
LEMMA 3.1. Let a Lie group G have a C8 action on a manifold M .
Let k P N, X :“ FkM , W :“ Fk´1M , x P X. Let σ : X Ñ W be the
canonical map, w :“ σpxq, v P TwW . Then StabGpxq Ď StabGpvq.
Proof. Let g P StabGpxq be given. We wish to show that g P StabGpvq.
Let y :“ Ψ1,k´1M pxq P F
1
wW . Let r :“ dimTwW . Identify y P F
1
wW
with an ordered basis of TwW , and then fix u1, . . . , ur P TwW such
that y “ pu1, . . . , urq. Then tu1, . . . , uru is a basis for TwW , and so,
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as v P TwW , choose c1, . . . , cr P R such that v “ c1u1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` crur.
Since g P StabGpxq, we see that gx “ x. By naturality, the map
Ψ1,k´1M : X Ñ F
1W is G-equivariant. So, since gx “ x, we get gy “ y.
So, since y “ pu1, . . . , urq, we get pgu1, . . . , gurq “ pu1, . . . , urq. Then
gv “ gpc1u1`¨ ¨ ¨`crurq “ c1pgu1q`¨ ¨ ¨`crpgurq “ c1u1`¨ ¨ ¨`crur “ v,
and so g P StabGpvq, as desired. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a Lie group G have a C8 action on a manifold M .
Let p PM , a P G. Assume that StabGppq is discrete. Define f : GÑ M
by fpgq “ gp. Then pdfqa : TaGÑ TapM is injective.
Proof. For all x P M , let Gx :“ StabGpxq. Then Gp is discrete, so
aGp is discrete, so TapaGpq is trivial. Also, by Lemma 4.1 of [A3] (with
p replaced by f), TapaGpq “ kerrpdfqas. Then kerrpdfqas is trivial, and
so pdfqa : TaGÑ TapM is injective, as desired. 
We make a small improvement to Theorem 12.1 of [A3]:
THEOREM 3.3. Let a Lie group G have a C8 action on a mani-
fold M . Let G˝ be the identity component of G. Assume the G˝-action
on M is fixpoint rare. Let n :“ dimG. Let ℓ P N0, and assume
that ℓ ě n ´ 1. Let π : F ℓM Ñ M denote the structure map of F ℓM .
Then there exists a G-invariant dense open subset M1 of M such that
the G-action on π˚pM1q is locally free.
Proof. If n “ 0, then G is discrete, so every action of G is locally free,
and we may set M1 :“M . We assume n ě 1.
By Theorem 12.1 of [A3], choose a G-invariant dense open subset Q
of Fn´1M s.t. theG-action onQ is locally free. Let σ : F ℓM Ñ Fn´1M
be the canonical map and let R :“ σ˚pQq. Since σ : F ℓM Ñ Fn´1M is
G-equivariant and continuous and open, and since Q is a G-invariant
dense open subset of Fn´1M , we see that R is a G-invariant dense
open subset of F ℓM . Since σ : F ℓM Ñ Fn´1M is G-equivariant, we
see: @x P F ℓM , StabGpxq Ď StabGpσpxqq. So, since the G-action on Q
is locally free, the G-action on R is also locally free. Let M1 :“ πpRq.
As π : F ℓM Ñ M is G-equivariant and as R is G-invariant, we see
that M1 is G-invariant. As π : F
ℓM Ñ M is continuous, open and
surjective, and as R is dense open in F ℓM , we see that M1 is dense
open in M . It remains to show: the G-action on π˚pM1q is locally free.
LetH be the structure group of F ℓM . For all x P F ℓM , for all h P H ,
we have StabGpxhq “ StabGpxq. So, since the G-action on R is locally
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free, it follows that the G-action on RH is also locally free. So, as
π˚pM1q “ π
˚pπpRqq “ RH , the G-action on π˚pM1q is locally free. 
4. Flow boxes
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M . Assume
that the G-action on M is C8. Let e :“ 1G and let p P M . Assume
that StabGppq is discrete. Then there exist
‚ open neighborhoods G0 in G of e and M0 in M of p,
‚ a C8 function γ : M0 Ñ G0 and ‚ a subset T of M
such that: p P T Ď G0T “M0, γppq “ e,
the map pg, tq ÞÑ gt : G0 ˆ T ÑM0 is a bijection and
@x PM0, rpγpxqq
´1sx P T .
The Frobenius Theorem is neither needed nor useful in proving this.
Proof. Define f : G Ñ M by fpgq “ gp. By Lemma 3.2 (with a re-
placed by e), pdfqe : TeGÑ TpM is injective. Let g :“ TeG,W :“ TpM ,
φ :“ pdfqe. Then φ : g Ñ W is injective. Let U :“ φpgq. Then U is
a vector subspace of W and φ : g Ñ U is a vector space isomorphism.
Then dim g “ dimU . Let d :“ dimM , n :“ dimG, c :“ d ´ n. We
have dimW “ dimM “ d. Also, dimU “ dim g “ dimG “ n. Choose
a vector subspace V of W such that U X V “ t0W u and such that
dimV “ c. Let V0 :“ T0cR
c. Then dimV0 “ c “ dimV . Choose
a C8 function r : Rc Ñ M such that rp0cq “ p and ppdrq0cqpV0q “ V .
Let ρ :“ pdrq0c : V0 ÑW . Then ρpV0q “ V , so ρ : V0 Ñ V is surjective.
So, since dimV0 “ dimV , ρ : V0 Ñ V is a vector space isomorphism.
Define s : GˆRc ÑM by spg, yq “ grrpyqs. Let q :“ pe, 0cq P GˆR
c.
Then spqq “ errp0cqs “ ep “ p. Let σ :“ pdsqq : g ‘ V0 Ñ W . For
all g P G, spg, 0cq “ grrp0cqs “ gp “ fpgq. It follows, for all X P g, that
σpX, 0V0q “ φpXq. For all y P R
c, spe, yq “ errpyqs “ rpyq. It follows,
for all Y P V0, that σp0g, Y q “ ρpY q.
Claim 1: The map σ : g ‘ V0 Ñ W is injective. Proof of Claim 1:
We wish to show: ker σ “ tp0g, 0V0qu. Let X P g and Y P V0 be given,
and assume σpX, Y q “ 0W . We wish to show: X “ 0g and Y “ 0V0 .
As we observed, σpX, 0V0q “ φpXq and σp0g, Y q “ ρpY q. Then
rφpXqs ` rρpY qs “ rσpX, 0V0qs ` rσp0g, Y qs “ σpX, Y q “ 0W . It follows
that φpXq “ ρp´Y q P ρpV0q “ V . Also, φpXq P φpgq “ U . Then
φpXq P U X V “ t0W u. Then φpXq “ 0W “ φp0gq, so, by injectivity
of φ, we conclude that X “ 0g. It remains to show that Y “ 0V0 .
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We have ρpY q “ ´rφpXqs “ 0W “ ρp0V0q. So, since ρ is injective,
we get Y “ 0V0 , as desired. End of proof of Claim 1.
We have dim pg ‘ V0q “ pdim gq ` pdimV0q “ n ` c “ d “ dimW .
By Claim 1, σ : g ‘ V0 Ñ W is injective. Then σ : g ‘ V0 Ñ W
is a vector space isomorphism. So, since σ “ pdsqq, by the Inverse
Function Theorem, choose an open neighborhood N in G ˆ Rc of q
such that spNq is an open subset of M and s|N : N Ñ spNq is a
C8 diffeomorphism. Recall: q “ pe, 0cq P G ˆ R
c, spqq “ p P M .
Choose open neighborhoods G0 in G of e and T0 in R
c of 0c such that
G0ˆT0 Ď N . Then G0ˆT0 is an open neighborhood in GˆR
c of q. Let
M0 :“ spG0 ˆ T0q. Then M0 is an open neighborhood in M of p. Let
s0 :“ s|pG0ˆT0q. Then s0 : G0ˆT0 ÑM0 is a C
8 diffeomorphism. For
all g P G, for all y P T0, s0pg, yq “ spg, yq “ grrpyqs. Let T :“ rpT0q.
Then M0 “ spG0 ˆ T0q “ G0rrpT0qs “ G0T .
Claim 2: The map pg, tq ÞÑ gt : G0 ˆ T Ñ M0 is a bijection. Proof
of Claim 2: Since M0 “ G0T , we need only prove injectivity. Let
g, h P G0 and t, u P T be given, and assume that gt “ hu. We wish
to show: g “ h and t “ u. Since t, u P T “ rpT0q, choose y, z P T0 such
that t “ rpyq and u “ rpzq. It suffices to show: g “ h and y “ z.
We have s0pg, yq “ grrpyqs “ gt “ hu “ hrrpzqs “ s0ph, zq. So,
by injectivity of s0, we get g “ h and y “ z. End of proof of Claim 2.
As e P G0, we have T Ď G0T . So, since p “ rp0cq P rpT0q “ T
and G0T “ M0, by Claim 2, it remains only to show that there exists
a C8 function γ : M0 Ñ G0 such that:
both ( γppq “ e ) and ( @x PM0, rpγpxqq
´1sx P T ).
We have s0pqq “ spqq “ p, so s
´1
0 ppq “ q. Define π : G0 ˆ T0 Ñ G0
by πpg, yq “ g. Then πpqq “ πpe, 0cq “ e. Let γ :“ π ˝ s
´1
0 : M0 Ñ G0.
Then γppq “ pπ˝s´10 qppq “ πps
´1
0 ppqq “ πpqq “ e. Let x PM0 be given.
We wish to prove that rpγpxqq´1sx P T .
Because s0 : G0 ˆ T0 Ñ M0 is a surjective mapping, choose g P G0
and y P T0 such that s0pg, yq “ x. Then s
´1
0 pxq “ pg, yq. It follows that
γpxq “ pπ ˝ s´10 qpxq “ πps
´1
0 pxqq “ πpg, yq “ g. Then
rpγpxqq´1sx “ g´1x “ g´1rs0pg, yqs
“ g´1grrpyqs “ rpyq P rpT0q “ T,
as desired. 
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5. A regularity result
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold M . Assume
that the G-action on M is C8 and locally free. Let R be an open subset
of M . Let η : R Ñ G be a continuous function. Define η : R Ñ M
by ηpxq “ rηpxqsx. Assume η is C8. Then η is C8.
The idea of proof is: According to Lemma 4.1, near any p P M , the
G-manifold M is locally C8 G-diffeomorphic to G0ˆT . These G0ˆT
coordinates allow us, near any p P R, to recover η from η via a local
C8 formula. So, since η is C8, we see that, near any p P R, η is C8.
Proof. Let e :“ 1G. Let p P R be given. We wish to show that there
exists an open neighborhood U in R of p such that η is C8 on U .
Let c :“ ηppq. Define δ : R Ñ G by δpxq “ c´1rηpxqs. For all x P R,
we have ηpxq “ crδpxqs. It therefore suffices to show that there exists
an open neighborhood U in R of p such that δ is C8 on U .
We have δppq “ c´1rηppqs “ c´1c “ e. Since η is continuous, δ is
continuous. Define δ : R Ñ M by δpxq “ rδpxqsx. For all x P R, we
have δpxq “ rδpxqsx “ c´1rηpxqsx “ c´1r ηpxqs. So, since η is C8, δ is
C8 as well. Also, we have δppq “ rδppqsp “ ep “ p.
Choose G0, M0, T and γ as in Lemma 4.1; then G0T “M0,
G0 is an open neighborhood in G of e,
M0 is an open neighborhood in M of p,
γ : M0 Ñ G0 is C
8, γppq “ e and
@x PM0, rpγpxqq
´1sx P T .
Let F : G0ˆT ÑM0 be defined by F pg, tq “ gt. Then, by Lemma 4.1,
we see that F : G0 ˆ T Ñ M0 is bijective. Let ε : M0 X R Ñ G be
defined by εpxq “ rδpxqsrγpxqs. Then εppq “ rδppqsrγppqs “ resres “ e.
As γ is C8, γ is continuous. As δ and γ are both continuous, ε is
continuous. Since δ is C8, δ is continuous. Then, as δppq “ p and
εppq “ e, δ
˚
pM0q and ε
˚pG0q are, respectively, open neighborhoods
in R of p and in M0 X R of p. Let U :“ rδ
˚
pM0qs X rε
˚pG0qs. Then
U is an open neighborhood in M0 X R of p, and is therefore an open
neighborhood in R of p. We wish to prove that δ is C8 on U .
We have U Ď M0 X R. Also, U Ď δ
˚
pM0q, so δpUq Ď M0. Define
φ : U Ñ G by φpxq “ γpδpxqq. Since γ and δ are C8, φ is C8. We
have U ĎM0XR ĎM0. Define ψ : U Ñ G by ψpxq “ pγpxqq
´1. Since
γ is C8, ψ is C8. Since φ and ψ are both C8, it suffices to show:
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@x P U , δpxq “ rφpxqsrψpxqs. Let x P U be given, let a :“ δpxq, let
g :“ φpxq and let h :“ ψpxq. We wish to show that a “ gh.
We have x P U Ď M0 X R Ď R. Let y :“ δpxq. Then we have
y “ δpxq “ rδpxqsx “ ax. Recall that δpUq ĎM0. We have
x P U ĎM0 XR ĎM0 and y “ δpxq P δpUq ĎM0.
Then, by our choice of γ and T , rpγpxqq´1sx P T and rpγpyqq´1sy P T .
We have both g “ φpxq “ γpδpxqq “ γpyq and h “ ψpxq “ pγpxqq´1.
Let t :“ g´1y and u :“ hx. Then gt “ y and h´1u “ x. Also,
t “ g´1y “ rpγpyqq´1sy P T and u “ hx “ rpγpxqq´1sx P T . Also,
h´1 “ γpxq. Since γ : M0 Ñ G0, we see that γpyq P G0. By definition
of ε, εpxq “ rδpxqsrγpxqs. We have U Ď ε˚pG0q, so εpUq Ď G0. Then
ah´1 “ rδpxqsrγpxqs “ εpxq P εpUq Ď G0 and g “ γpyq P G0. Since
F pah´1, uq “ ah´1u “ ax “ y “ gt “ F pg, tq,
and since F is injective, we get: ah´1 “ g and u “ t. Then a “ gh. 
6. Local control of stabilizers
Let a Lie group G have a C8 action on a manifold M .
LEMMA 6.1. Let p0 P M . Assume that StabGpp0q is discrete. Let
1 :“ t1Gu. Then there exist open neighborhoods P in M of p0 and
Q in G of 1G such that, for all x P P , we have StabQpxq “ 1.
Let C be the set of all closed subsets of G. Give C topology of Haus-
dorff convergence on compact sets. Then @sequence g1, g2, . . . Ñ 1G
in G, if ( @i P N, Ci :“ the closure of the cyclic subgroups generated
by gi ), then there is a subsequence of C1, C2, . . . that converges, in C,
to a nondiscrete closed subgroup of G. Also, x ÞÑ StabGpxq : M Ñ C is
set-theoretically upper semicontinuous. In Lemma 6.1, p0 has discrete
stabilizer, so no nondiscrete subgroup of G is contained in that stabi-
lizer. Upper semicontinuity then imposes restrictions on the stabilizers
of points near p0. Details are as follows.
Proof. Let g :“ T1GG. Let exp : gÑ G be the Lie theoretic exponential
map. Let } ‚ } be a norm on the vector space g. For all r ą 0, define
gr :“ tY P g s.t. }Y } ă ru, Gr :“ exppgrq and er :“ exp|gr : gr Ñ Gr.
Fix ε ą 0 such that Gε is open in G and eε : gε Ñ Gε is a C
8
diffeomorphism. As StabGppq is discrete, choose an open neighborhood
W in G of 1G such that W X pStabGpp0qq “ 1. Choose δ ą 0 such that
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g3δ Ď e
˚
ε pW XGεq. We have g3δ Ď e
˚
ε pGεq “ gε, so 3δ ď ε. Let e :“ e3δ.
Then eε|g3δ “ pexp|gεq|g3δ “ exp|g3δ “ e3δ “ e. Then e : g3δ Ñ G3δ is
a C8 diffeomorphism. Also, eεpg3δq “ epg3δq and ep0gq “ 1G.
Let P1, P2, . . . be a sequence of open neighborhoods in M of p0 such
that P1 Ě P2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ and such that tP1, P2, . . .u is a neighborhood base
in M at p0. Let Q :“ Gδ. Then Q is a neighborhood in G of 1G. We
wish to show that there exists j P N such that, for all x P Pj , we have
StabQpxq “ 1. Assume, for a contradiction, that: for all j P N, there
exists x P Pj such that StabQpxq ‰ 1.
For all j P N, choose pj P Pj such that StabQppjq ‰ 1; then choose
qj P pStabQppjqqz1. Then, since P1, P2, . . . is a semidecreasing neigh-
borhood base in M at p0, we conclude that p1, p2, . . .Ñ p0 in M . For
all j P N, we have qj P Q and qj P StabGppjq and qj ‰ 1G.
Since e : g3δ Ñ G3δ is a C
8 diffeomorphism, the inverse mapping
e´1 : G3δ Ñ g3δ is C
8. As epgδq “ exppgδq “ Gδ, we get e
´1pGδq “ gδ.
For all j P N, let Yj :“ e
´1pqjq; then Yj P e
´1pQq “ e´1pGδq “ gδ. For
all j P N, epYjq “ qj ‰ 1G “ ep0gq, so Yj ‰ 0g, so there exists k P N
such that 2kYj R gδ. For all j P N, let kj :“ mintk P N | 2
kYj R gδu, let
ℓj :“ 2
kj , Zj :“ ℓjYj. Then, for all j P N, Zj “ ℓjYj “ 2
kjYj R gδ, and,
as p1{2qZj “ p1{2q2
kjYj “ 2
kj´1Yj P gδ, we get Zj P 2gδ “ g2δ.
Let C :“ tY P g s.t. δ ď }Y } ď 2δu. Then C is a compact subset of g
and g2δzgδ Ď C Ď g3δzgδ. We have Z1, Z2, . . . P g2δzgδ Ď C. Fix Z0 P C
such that Z0 is the limit in g of a convergent subsequence of Z1, Z2, . . ..
For all j P N0, Zj P C Ď g3δzgδ Ď g3δ. For all j P N0, let wj :“ epZjq.
Then w0 is the limit in G of a convergent subsequence of w1, w2, . . ..
Also, w0 “ epZ0q P epg3δq “ eεpg3δq Ď eεpe
˚
ε pW XGεqq ĎW XGε Ď W .
For all j P N, we have exppYjq “ epYjq “ qj , so exppℓjYjq “ q
ℓj
j ;
then wj “ epZjq “ epℓjYjq “ exppℓjYjq “ q
ℓj
j , so, as qj P StabGppjq, we
get wj P StabGppjq, so wjpj “ pj . So, since w0 is the limit in G of a
convergent subsequence of w1, w2, . . . and since p1, p2, . . . Ñ p0 in M ,
we get w0p0 “ p0. Then w0 PWXpStabGpp0qq “ 1 “ t1Gu, so w0 “ 1G.
As epZ0q “ w0 and 1G “ ep0gq, we get Z0 “ e
´1pw0q and e
´1p1Gq “ 0g.
Then Z0 “ e
´1pw0q “ e
´1p1Gq “ 0g. Then 0g “ Z0 P C Ď g3δzgδ, and
so 0g R gδ. Then 0 “ }0g} ě δ ą 0. Contradiction. 
COROLLARY 6.2. For any subset S of G, let S denote the closure
in G of S. For any subset S of M , let S denote the closure in M of S.
Let p0 P M and assume that StabGpp0q is discrete. Then there exist
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open neighborhoods M0 in M of p0 and N in G of 1G such that, for
all x PM0, for all g P G, we have #rStabgNpxqs ď 1.
Proof. Choose P , Q as in Lemma 6.1. Choose an open neighborhood
M0 in M of p0 such that M0 Ď P . Choose an open neighborhood
N in G of 1G such that N
´1
N Ď Q. Let x P M0, g P G be given. We
wish to show: #rStabgNpxqs ď 1. Let a, b P StabgNpxq be given. We
wish to show: a “ b. Let c :“ b´1a, 1 :“ t1Gu. We wish to show: c P 1.
As a, b P StabGpxq, we get c P StabGpxq. As a, b P gN , we get
c “ b´1a P rgN s´1rgN s “ N
´1
N Ď Q. As x PM0 Ď P , by Lemma 6.1,
StabQpxq “ 1. Then c P pStabGpxqq XQ “ StabQpxq “ 1. 
7. Baire points of density
LEMMA 7.1. Let M be a second countable topological space. Let
L be a nonmeager subset of M . Then there exists p0 P L such that, for
any neighborhood U in M of p0, we have: LX U is nonmeager in M .
Proof. Assume, for a contradiction, that, for all p P L, there exists a
neighborhood U in M of p such that LX U is meager in M .
Let B be a countable basis for the topology on M . For every p P L,
choose a neighborhood Up in M of p such that LXUp is meager in M ,
and then choose Bp P B such that p P Bp Ď Up. For all p P L, we have
LXBp Ď LXUp, so LXBp is meager in M . Let Z :“ tLXBp | p P Lu.
For all Z P Z, Z is meager in M . Let B1 :“ tBp | p P Lu. Since B is
countable and since B1 Ď B, we conclude that B1 is countable. So, since
the map B ÞÑ L X B : B1 Ñ Z is surjective, Z is countable as well.
Then
Ť
Z is a countable union of meager subsets of M , and so
Ť
Z is
meager in M . So, as L is nonmeager in M , we get L Ę
Ť
Z. Choose
p P L such that p R
Ť
Z. We have p P Bp and p P L, so p P L X Bp.
Since LXBp P Z, we see that LXBp Ď
Ť
Z. Then p P LXBp Ď
Ť
Z.
We therefore have both p R
Ť
Z and p P
Ť
Z. Contradiction. 
It is not hard to improve Lemma 7.1 to show that there is a meager
subset Z of M such that, for all p P LzZ, for any neighborhood U
in M of p, we have: LX U is nonmeager in M . In other words, in any
nonmeager set, the Baire points of density are generic.
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8. Order one stabilizers are generically trivial
Let a Lie group G have a C8 action on a manifoldM . For all x P M ,
let G1x :“ tg P G | @v P TxM, gv “ vu Ď StabGpxq. Let 1 :“ t1Gu.
THEOREM 8.1. Assume that the G-action on M is locally free and
fixpoint rare. Let L :“ tx PM |G1x ‰ 1u. Then L is meager in M .
Following J. Pojhanpelto, since the trivial action of Z on R has only
finite orbits, each of its suspension R-actions has only closed orbits;
choosing carefully the suspension function, he ensures that there are
nonzero real numbers that fix, to high order, points in the suspension.
Attempts to modify this construction to disprove Theorem 8.1 failed;
an analysis of that failure led to the following proof. Specifically, the
computation in Claim 4 below is related to the observation that, if the
derivative of a suspension function vanishes on a nonmeager set, then
the function is constant on an open set, so there is a nonzero element
of R that fixes every point in a nonempty open subset of the suspension.
Theorem 8.1 is a generalization of this elementary observation.
Proof. Assume, for a contradiction, that L is nonmeager in M .
For all S Ď G, let S be the closure in G of S. For all S Ď M , let
S be the closure in M of S. By Lemma 7.1, choose p0 P L such that,
for any open neighborhood U in M of p0, we have: LXU is nonmeager
inM . Since the G-action onM is locally free, it follows that StabGpp0q
is discrete. By Corollary 6.2, choose open neighborhoods M0 in M
of p0 and N in G of 1G such that: @x PM0, @g P G, #rStabgNpxqs ď 1.
Because of our choice of p0, we see that LXM0 is nonmeager in M .
Let N denote the set of open neighborhoods in G of 1G and let
K :“ tK P N |K is a compact subset of Gu. Let Gˆ :“ Gz1. Then,
since the set tcK | c P Gˆ, K P K, K Ď N, cK Ď Gˆu is an open cover
of Gˆ and since Gˆ is Lindelo¨f, we choose a sequence c1, c2, . . . in G
ˆ
and a sequence K1, K2, . . . in K such that both
( for all i P N, [ both ( Ki Ď N ) and ( ciKi Ď G
ˆ ) ] ) andď
iPN
ciKi “ G
ˆ. ThenGˆ “
ď
iPN
ciKi Ď
ď
iPN
ciKi Ď G
ˆ, so
ď
iPN
ciKi “ G
ˆ.
For all i P N, let Si :“ tx PM0 |G
1
x X pciKiq ‰ Hu. Thenď
iPN
Si “ tx PM0 |G
1
x XG
ˆ ‰ Hu “ tx PM0 |G
1
x ‰ 1u
“ tx PM |G1x ‰ 1u XM0 “ LXM0 Ě LXM0.
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So, since L XM0 is nonmeager in M , we see that
ď
iPN
Si is nonmeager
in M . Choose i0 P N such that Si0 is nonmeager in M . Let S :“ Si0,
let K :“ Ki0 and let c :“ ci0. Then S is nonmeager inM . Also, K P K,
so K is a compact subset of G, so cK is a compact subset of G. Also,
K Ď N and cK Ď Gˆ. Also, we have S “ tx P M0 |G
1
x X pcKq ‰ Hu.
Claim 1: S is closed inM . Proof of Claim 1: Let a sequence s1, s2, . . .
in S and x P M be given. Assume s1, s2, . . .Ñ x inM . We wish to show
that x P S. We have s1, s2, . . . P S ĎM0, so, as M0 is closed in M , we
conclude that x PM0. It remains to show that G
1
x X pcKq ‰ H.
For all j P N, we have sj P S, so G
1
sj
X pcKq ‰ H, so choose
gj P G
1
sj
X pcKq. As cK is compact and as g1, g2, . . . P cK, choose
g P cK such that g is the limit in G of a convergent subsequence
of g1, g2, . . .. It suffices to prove: g P G
1
x X pcKq. As g P cK, we need
only show: g P G1x. Let v P TxM be given. We wish to prove: gv “ v.
As s1, s2, . . . Ñ x in M and v P TxM , choose a sequence v1, v2, . . .
in TM such that: p @j P N, vj P TsjM q and p v1, v2, . . .Ñ v in TM q.
For all j P N, as gj P G
1
sj
and vj P TsjM , we see that gjvj “ vj. So,
since g is the limit in G of a convergent subsequence of g1, g2, . . . and
since v1, v2, . . .Ñ v in TM , we get gv “ v. End of proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2: For all x P S, #rG1xX pcKqs “ 1. Proof of Claim 2: Recall
that S “ tx P M0 |G
1
x X pcKq ‰ Hu. Let x P S be given. Then
G1x X pcKq ‰ H, so it suffices to prove that #rG
1
x X pcKqs ď 1.
We have x P S Ď M0, so, by our choice of M0 and N , we see that
#rStabcNpxqs ď 1. Since G
1
x Ď StabGpxq and K Ď N , we see that
G1x X pcKq Ď pStabGpxqq X pcNq, i.e., that G
1
x X pcKq Ď StabcNpxq.
Then #rG1x X pcKqs ď #rStabcNpxqs ď 1. End of proof of Claim 2.
Let R denote the interior in M of S. By Claim 1, S is closed in M .
So, since S is nonmeager in M , we conclude that R ‰ H. Then R is
a nonempty open subset of M . Since R Ď S, by Claim 2, define
a function η : R Ñ G by: for all x P R, tηpxqu “ G1x X pcKq. Then
ηpRq Ď cK. Also, for all x P R, we have ηpxq P G1x.
Claim 3: η : RÑ G is continuous. Proof of Claim 3: Let a sequence
x1, x2, . . . in R and x0 P R be given. Assume that x1, x2, . . .Ñ x0 in R.
We wish to show that ηpx1q, ηpx2q, . . .Ñ ηpx0q in G.
Let an open neighborhood Q in G of ηpx0q be given, and then define
I :“ ti P N | ηpxiq P GzQu. We wish to show that I is finite. Assume,
for a contradiction, that I is infinite.
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Fix a sequence i1, i2, . . . in I such that i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ . For all j P N,
ij P I, so ηpxij q P GzQ. For all j P N, let yj :“ xij and gj :“ ηpyjq; then
gj P GzQ. As x1, x2, . . . Ñ x0 in R and as y1, y2, . . . is a subsequence
of x1, x2, . . ., we get y1, y2, . . .Ñ x0 in R. Then y1, y2, . . .Ñ x0 in M .
Since Q is an open neighborhood in G of ηpx0q, it follows that GzQ is
closed in G and that ηpx0q P Q. For all j P N, we have gj “ ηpyjq P G
1
yj
.
Also, g1, g2, . . . P ηpRq Ď cK. So, since cK is compact, choose g0 P cK
such that g0 is the limit of a convergent subsequence of g1, g2, . . .. Then,
since g1, g2, . . . P GzQ, and since GzQ is closed in G, it follows that
g0 P GzQ. So, since ηpx0q P Q, we conclude that g0 ‰ ηpx0q. Then
g0 R tηpx0qu “ G
1
x0
X pcKq. So, since g0 P cK, it follows that g0 R G
1
x0
.
Then choose v0 P Tx0M such that g0v0 ‰ v0.
As y1, y2, . . .Ñ x0 in M and v0 P Tx0M , choose a sequence v1, v2, . . .
in TM such that: p @j P N, vj P TyjM q and p v1, v2, . . .Ñ v0 in TM q.
For all j P N, as gj P G
1
yj
and vj P TyjM , we get gjvj “ vj . So, since
g0 is the limit in G of a convergent subsequence of g1, g2, . . . and since
v1, v2, . . . Ñ v0 in TM , we get g0v0 “ v0. We therefore have both
g0v0 ‰ v0 and g0v0 “ v0. Contradiction. End of proof of Claim 3.
For all x P M , define fx : G Ñ M by fxpgq “ gx. For all u P TG,
for all x P M , define ux :“ pdfxqpuq P TM . For all g P G, define
φg : M Ñ M by φgpxq “ gx. Then, for all g P G, for all v P TM , we
have pdφgqpvq “ gv. For all x P M , let 0x :“ 0TxM be the zero vector
in TxM . Also, for all g P G, let 0g :“ 0TgG be the zero vector in TgG.
Define F : G ˆ M Ñ M by F pg, xq “ gx. For all g P G, for
all x P M , F pg, xq “ fxpgq. Then, for all u P TG, for all x P M ,
pdF qpu, 0xq “ pdf
xqpuq. For all g P G, for all x P M , F pg, xq “ φgpxq.
Then, for all g P G, for all v P TM , pdF qp0g, vq “ pdφ
gqpvq. Therefore,
for all g P G, for all x P M , for all u P TgG, for all v P TxM , we have
pdF qpu, vq “ rpdF qpu, 0xqs ` rpdF qp0g, vqs
“ rpdfxqpuqs ` rpdφgqpvqs “ ux` gv.
Since R is an open subset of M , for all x P R, we identify TxR
with TxM . We let ι : R Ñ M denote the inclusion map, defined
by ιpxq “ x. Then, for all x P R, for all v P TxM , we have pdιqpvq “ v.
Let η : R Ñ M be defined by ηpxq “ rηpxqsx. For all x P R, since
ηpxq P G1x Ď StabGpxq, we get ηpxq “ x. Then η “ ι, so η is C
8.
By Claim 3, η : RÑ G is continuous. Then, by Lemma 5.1, η : RÑ G
is C8. Define H : RÑ GˆR by Hpxq “ pηpxq, xq. Then, for all x P R,
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for all v P TxM , we get pdHqpvq “ ppdηqpvq, vq. Also, for all x P R,
we have F pHpxqq “ F pηpxq, xq “ rηpxqsx “ ηpxq “ ιpxq. That is,
F ˝H “ ι. Then, by the Chain Rule, we see that pdF q ˝ pdHq “ dι.
Claim 4: @x P R, @v P TxM , pdηqpvq “ 0ηpxq. Proof of Claim 4: Let
x P R and v P TxM be given. Let g :“ ηpxq and u :“ pdηqpvq. Then
u P TgG, and we wish to prove that u “ 0g.
Since g “ ηpxq P G1x Ď StabGpxq, it follows that gx “ x. Then
fxpgq “ gx “ x. The G-action on M is locally free, so StabGpxq is
discrete. Then, by Lemma 3.2 (with f replaced by fx, a by g and
p by x), the mapping pdfxqg : TgGÑ TxM is injective.
By earlier observations, pdF qpu, vq “ ux ` gv and u “ pdηqpvq and
pdHqpvq “ ppdηqpvq, vq and pdF q ˝ pdHq “ dι and pdιqpvq “ v. Then
ux` gv “ pdF qpu, vq “ pdF qppdηqpvq, vq “ pdF qppdHqpvqq
“ ppdF q ˝ pdHqqpvq “ pdιqpvq “ v,
so ux “ v´gv. Since g “ ηpxq P G1x and v P TxM , we get gv “ v. Then
ux “ v ´ gv “ v ´ v “ 0x. Since u P TgG, pdf
xqpuq “ pdfxqgpuq. Then
pdfxqgpuq “ pdf
xqpuq “ ux “ 0x “ pdf
xqgp0gq. Then, by injectivity
of pdfxqg, we see that u “ 0g, as desired. End of proof of Claim 4.
By Claim 4, dη vanishes, so η : RÑ G is constant on each connected
component of R. Let W be a connected component of R, and choose
g0 P G s.t. ηpW q “ tg0u. Then g0 P ηpW q Ď ηpRq Ď cK Ď G
ˆ.
Since R is a nonempty open subset of M , W is also a nonempty open
subset of M . Then, since the G-action on M is fixpoint rare, and since
g P Gˆ “ Gz1 “ Gzt1Gu, choose w P W s.t. g0w ‰ w. We have
ηpwq P ηpW q “ tg0u, so ηpwq “ g0. Then g0 “ ηpwq P G
1
w Ď StabGpwq,
so g0w “ w. Then w “ g0w ‰ w. Contradiction. 
9. Generic freeness in higher order frame bundles
Let a Lie group G have a C8 action on a manifold M .
THEOREM 9.1. Assume that the G-action onM is fixpoint rare. Let
n :“ dimG. Then there exists a G-invariant meager subset Z of FnM
such that the G-action on pFnMqzZ is free.
Proof. For all k P N0, let πk : F
kM Ñ M denote the structure map
of FkM . Let 1 :“ t1Gu. For all g P Gz1, let Zg :“ tq P M | gq “ qu;
as the G-action on M is fixpoint rare and continuous, Zg is nowhere
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dense and closed in M . If n “ 0, then G is countable, and, identifying
F0M with M , we may set Z :“
ď
tZg | g P Gz1u. We assume n ě 1.
Let ℓ :“ n ´ 1. Let G˝ be the identity component of G. Since the
G-action on M is fixpoint rare, it follows that the G˝-action on M is
fixpoint rare. Then, by Theorem 3.3, choose a G-invariant dense open
subset M1 of M such that the G-action on π
˚
ℓ pM1q is locally free.
Let X :“ FnM , W :“ F ℓM , X1 :“ π
˚
npM1q and W1 :“ π
˚
ℓ pM1q.
Then the G-action on W1 is locally free. We wish to show: there exists
a G-invariant meager subset Z of X s.t. the G-action on XzZ is free.
Since M1 is an open subset of M and πℓ : W Ñ M is continuous,
we see that W1 is an open subset of W . Since M1 is G-invariant and
since πn : X Ñ M is G-equivariant, it follows that X1 is G-invariant.
Also, since M1 is dense open in M and since πn : X Ñ M is open and
continuous, it follows that X1 is dense open in X . Let Z
1 :“ XzX1.
Then Z 1 is a G-invariant, nowhere dense, closed subset of X . For
all x P X , define Gx :“ StabGpxq. Let X0 :“ tx P X1 |Gx ‰ 1u.
Then X0 is a G-invariant subset of X and the G-action on X1zX0 is
free. Let Z :“ X0 Y Z
1. Then Z is G-invariant. Since, XzZ 1 “ X1,
XzZ “ X1zX0. Then the G-action on XzZ is free. It remains only
to show that Z is meager in X . So, since Z 1 is nowhere dense in X and
Z “ X0 Y Z
1, it suffices to show that X0 is meager in X .
Let σ : X Ñ W be the canonical map. For all w P W , we define
G1w :“ t g P G | @v P TwW, gv “ v u. Let L :“ tw P W1 |G
1
w ‰ 1u.
By assumption, the G-action on M is fixpoint rare, and so, since
πℓ|W1 : W1 Ñ M is both G-equivariant and open, we conclude that
the G-action on W1 is fixpoint rare. Then, by Theorem 8.1 (with
M replaced by W1), L is meager in W1. So, by ð of Corollary 8
of [AdOlv], L is meager in W . The map σ : X Ñ W is continuous,
open and surjective, so, by (i)ñ(ii) of Corollary 17 of [AdOlv], σ˚pLq is
meager in X . It therefore suffices to show: X0 Ď σ
˚pLq. Let x P X0
be given. We wish to show that x P σ˚pLq, i.e., that σpxq P L. Let
w :“ σpxq. We wish to show that w P L, i.e., that w PW1 and G
1
w ‰ 1.
As πℓ ˝ σ “ πn and x P X0 Ď X1, we get πℓpσpxqq “ πnpxq P πnpX1q.
Then πℓpwq “ πℓpσpxqq P πnpX1q “ πnpπ
˚
npM1qq Ď M1, and it follows
that w P π˚ℓ pM1q, i.e., that w PW1. It remains to show that G
1
w ‰ 1.
Since x P X0, Gx ‰ 1, so choose g P Gx such that g ‰ 1G. It suffices
to show: g P G1w. Let v P TwW be given. We wish to show: gv “ v.
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By Lemma 3.1 (with k replaced by n), we have StabGpxq Ď StabGpvq.
Then g P Gx “ StabGpxq Ď StabGpvq, so gv “ v, as desired. 
COROLLARY 9.2. Assume that the G-action on M is fixpoint rare.
Let d :“ dimM and let p P t1, . . . , d´1u. For all k P N0, let J
k denote
the bundle of kth order jets of germs of p-submanifolds of M . Then
there exist N P N0 and a G-invariant meager subset Z of J
N such that
the G-action on JNzZ is free.
Proof. For all x PM , for all k P N0, the action of StabGpxq on F
k
xM is
smoothly real algebraic, hence Cω. We can therefore follow the proof
of Theorem 26 of [AdOlv], except that we use Theorem 9.1 in place
of Theorem 20 of [AdOlv]. 
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